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Performers: Quintet of Radio Orpheus Symphony 
Orchestra
Recorded in 5th Record Hall of State Recordings 
Studio. Moscow, April 2015

Dell’arte is an instrumental quintet for flute, clarinet, 
violin, cello and piano. It represents a cycle form in four 
movements.

The primary impulse for this work was an idea of a 
mystery nature of theatrical mask – a traditional attribute 
of various theatrical traditions but especially well known 
due to Italian improvised commedia dell’arte of 16th – 
18th centuries. 

The theatrical mask (not only the face but the whole 
stage image) amazes its spectators with infinite artistic 
possibilities. With its plastique masks perform a lasting 
impression even out of stage – just as a costume or a 
picture. Even in this static mode it captivates with a 
latent suggestive energy. On stage, in an environment of 
heightened dynamic the mask provokes actors not for a 
plausible realistic performance but, in the contrary, for an 
exaggerated activity. An immobile guise of face demands 
especially expressive grotesque gesticulation like on the 
famous series of etchings by Jacques Callot.

An idea to confront a static, full of latent energy and a 
dynamic, crowded with gesticulation, underlies this piece. 
As a cycle it represents three variants of this confrontation 
like three Variations (movements I, II and IV). However, 
these are not usual variations on musical theme, but rather 
variants of a conceptual image of mask. The movement III 
is an intermezzo, which represents another alternative state 
of mask – a prostration. After that an accumulated energy 
bursts into the finale (the movement IV).


